
 MTCCSD Members
If it isn’t already one of the best rides on the list, it should be. The Anaheim to San Diego Century ride 
was a totally wonderful experience.  It was a dark gloomy Saturday morning that found about thirty 
Cyclists preparing in the parking lot for our 7:30am  start.   Almost half of the group  were women, I 
guess the stronger sex prevails. There were well wishes for those doing their first Century and introduc-
tions of  the event organizer and the support crew..  This was followed by a prayer to ask that everyone  
complete the ride safely. Our start was met shortly on by showers, just enough to dampen our jerseys but 
not our spirit. The LA bike paths are a wonder to behold, smooth, wide, and very long with tunnels that 
everyone likes to scream through, bridges with wooden planks to cross,which would go on forever.  Our 
first regroup was in New Port Beach; It was here that I had my first encounter with a most efficient 
support crew. The SAG Crew aggressively kept everyone refreshed with water, Gatorade, orange slices, 
muffins and an extensive selection of other goodies.. The sun met us in the Laguna Nigel area and 
enticed us to remove our cool weather gear. The coast line climbs were longer than I remembered. The 
LA and Orange County riders were a very well disciplined and organized group. We spread out over the 
second half of the ride with a regroup at the Camp Pendleton Marine Base entrance. The First group to 
arrive decided to take the faster albeit riskier freeway route on the interstate 5. The rest of us presented 
our ID’s and entered the Marine base. The difference is that the base is hilly with winding roads. The 
freeway was straight, flat and a mile less in distance.  The tradeoff was safety.  Our final obstacle was 
Torrey Pines Road. It isn’t the worst climb in anybody’s book however; in the last ten miles of a Century 
it can psych you out. The SAG team regrouped us at the top of the climb. We waited and cheered each 
individual at the summit and once again our support group lavished all of us with the best cycling 
goodies. We reached our destination at the Padre Trails Inn, in Old Town San Diego. All riders arrived 
safe and sound,  thanks to the extraordinary organization and support of the City Of Bikes SAG Crew..   
A first class crew that kept all of us safely on route. MTCCSD  is looking forward to another City Of 
Bikes Event....    

A special thanks also goes out to Crankn’ Time Cycling for putting on a wonderful ride.

You can check out ride photos at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/9207144@N08/sets/72157602128005512
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